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POWER YOUR
LANDSCAPING JOBS
Residential and commercial properties are moving outdoors,
and the need for landscaping services has grown steadily during
the past decade to meet this demand. As your customers seek
to enhance their outdoor spaces, they need a professional
landscaper that has the right tools to complete their project,
whether its a simple upgrade or complex landscape makeover.
Let Vermeer landscape equipment be your strategic ally in
beautifying properties, as well as public spaces; creating green
areas, patios, irrigation systems, yards, pathways or projects that
require maintenance and care. Whether it is spring, summer,
fall or winter, go the extra mile using reliable equipment with
applications that can serve all season, year-round.
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THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE JOB
Vermeer is determined to make its family of mini skid steers the
most productive, operator-friendly units in the industry. With different
size and power options, the Vermeer lineup of mini skid steers can
answer your most challenging customer needs. Characterized by
easy-to-use, single pilot-operated joysticks and a high track mounted
sprocket design, Vermeer brings benefits in operator comfort, safety,
productivity and reliability.

THE VERMEER ADVANTAGE
•
•

•

The single pilot-operated joystick offers the operator a smooth
range of motion as opposed to multiple control levers.
The undercarriage features a high-mounted track sprocket. The
higher mounting reduces premature wear and tear in rocky and
sandy soil conditions, while the cast sprocket is heat-treated for
longer life.
Select models are equipped with dual hydraulic auxiliary adding a
low-flow option to the hydraulic circuit to efficiently power
demanding attachments exclusively designed for the toughest
landscaping jobs.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT
MULTITASKING
Mini skid steer attachments are designed for strength, durability,
versatility and value. They allow your mini skid steer to be a loader,
trencher, auger and much more, within a single unit. The array of
attachment options offered by Vermeer provides a complete solution for
your landscape jobs.

THE VERMEER ADVANTAGE
•
•

•

Featuring a universal mounting plate, mini skid steer attachments
are easy to hook up so you can keep your job moving.
Strategic alliances with key attachments manufactured by other
companies* increase the variety and offering of products that can be
utilized with a Vermeer mini skid steer.
Dedicated landscaping attachments are available to help you get the
job done in the most efficient way.
*Attachments are manufactured by Vermeer, Paladin Attachments or STEC Equipment.
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PROVEN SOLUTIONS FOR
INSTALLATION NEEDS
Trusted for generations by landscapers and experts in irrigation
systems, the Vermeer lineup of pedestrian trenchers offers a proven
solution to a range of installation needs. These machines are designed
to be durable, with convenient access to maintenance points. A variety
of boom length and chain options are available to tackle most digging
conditions and installation requirements. With a lineup of flexible
power options, user-friendly controls and cutting-edge design, Vermeer
pedestrian trenchers match multiple worksite conditions.

THE VERMEER ADVANTAGE
•

•
•

With the VZ steering system, operators can turn the machine
using only the handlebars instead of additional levers. These bars
also allow you to apply additional leverage when operating in
difficult terrain.
A compact design allows units to work in tight areas and pass
through most gates.
All models feature an optional backfill blade to aid in jobsite
restoration and efficiently fill the trench.
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THE RIGHT TECHNIQUE
FOR STUMP REMOVAL
To help improve the aesthetics of landscape work, professionals need to
remove stumps - and Vermeer has the equipment to effectively complete
this step. Vermeer revolutionized the backbreaking, time-consuming job
of stump removal with the introduction of the first stump cutter in the
market. With a combination of compact design, ease of operation, power,
agility and toughness, the full line up of Vermeer stump cutters is ready
to take the challenge on any stump.

THE VERMEER ADVANTAGE
•

•

•

The exclusive SmartSweep™ control system* monitors engine load
and provides continuous feedback resulting in a smooth and more
consistent cutter wheel sweep rate.
The proprietary Yellow Jacket™ cutter system is designed to
provide faster, easier serviceability, as well as extended pocket and
tooth life.
The tracked undercarriage* provides reduced ground pressure to
minimize ground disturbance.
*Available on select models.
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ACCOMPLISHING BIG JOBS
IN SMALL SPACES
Designed with the professional landscaper in mind, the complete line
of Vermeer brush chippers makes easy work of reducing branches
and brush. Compact, transportable and light to reduce ground
disruption, these powerful machines combine versatility and exclusive
features that promote operator safety, ease-of-operation and quality
performance for a variety of jobsites.

THE VERMEER ADVANTAGE
•

•
•

Maintain productivity and reduce strain on vital engine parts with
the SmartFeed system which monitors engine speed and stops or
reverses feed rollers when needed.
A large rectangular feed opening reduces time spent making
extra cuts to material.
Combined with the patented bottom feed stop bar is the
four-position upper feed control bar with dual stop positions and
forward/reverse feed positions. Mounted over the feed table, it
enables the operator to stop the feed rollers and select forward
or reverse operations. Dual reset/hold-to-run buttons allow the
operator to readily reset the bottom feed stop bar.
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LOCAL SUPPORT
When it’s on the line, you require a partner who can provide the support
and technology solutions to help keep your job productive. Vermeer is
ready to stand behind your next project – no matter where it takes you –
with local expertise and dealer support.

THE VERMEER ADVANTAGE
•

•
•

Specialized training, certified parts, service and warranty
programs are just a few of the resources Vermeer offers to the
customer.
The Vermeer dealer network is committed to helping you realize
the full value of your machines by understanding your challenges.
Flexible payment schedules and a variety of financial solutions
are available to help meet your business situation.
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